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1. Introduction

This paper investigates the subject/non-subject asymmetry in Wolof (Niger-Congo) inwh-
movement constructions. I argue that the particlea which occurs in those clauses and is
analyzed in the literature as a focus marker (Dunigan 1994, Russell 2006), a copula (Kihm
1999, Zribi-Hertz and Diagne 2002, Torrence 2005), or an emphatic pronoun (Rialland and
Robert 2001), is actually a complementizer that marks A’-movement. I follow Pesetsky and
Torrego (2001) in analyzing the asymmetry as a T-to-C asymmetry.

Examples (1) and (2)1 illustratewh-extraction of a subject and an object, respectively,
in contrastive focus constructions. Two versions of the complementizer occur, depending
on the grammatical relation of the extracted element: awh-extracted subject is followed by
a, as illustrated in (1),2 and extracting an object, or an adjunct, requires another element,
l-, to precedea, as in (2).

(1) Osmaan
osman

a
Cf

lekk
eat

ceeb
rice

“ [OSMAN]FOC ate rice.”

(2) ceeb
rice

l-a
l-Cf

Osmaan
osman

lekk
eat

“Osman ate [RICE]FOC.”

The subject/non-subject asymmetry occurs only at the localsubject extraction site:

(3) Aali
ali

l-a-a
l-Cf -1SG

gëm
believe

ni
that

l-a
l-Cf

Musaa
musa

xalad
think

ni
that

mu
3SG.SBJ

a
Cf

leen
3PL.OBJ

gis
see

“ I believe that Musa thinks that [ALI]FOC saw them.”

The example in (3) illustrates two important facts. First, the fact that Cf is not preceded by
l- only at the local extraction site tells us that the asymmetryis not related to the properties

∗This paper has benefited the most from numerous and rigorous discussions with Karlos Arregi. I also
thank Jason Merchant, the audiences at NELS 42, and University of Chicago Ling Lunch for their comments
and suggestions. Any remaining errors and inaccuracies areare my own.

1Unless otherwise noted, all the data are from a native speaker from Dakar, Senegal.
2The morphemea attaches to the preceding element and triggers vowel coalescence. In this paper, I omit

this from the examples for simplicity.
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of the focused constituentper se, i.e. a/la are not something like emphatic pronouns (as
suggested in Rialland and Robert 2001). Second, if the focusedconstituent is fronted to the
beginning of the sentence,la is found in every intermediate clause. This suggests that itis
unlikely that(l)a is a focus marker, since no focused constituent is present inthe interme-
diate clauses (in fact, no constituent at all precedesla). For the same reason, it would be
difficult to justify the claim that focus constructions are clefts (Kihm 1999, Torrence 2005),
since every intermediate clause would also have to be assumed to be a cleft, and there does
not seem to exist a constituent that is clefted in those clauses.3 I therefore analyzea as a
complementizer marking A’-extraction, and its occurrencein the intermediate clauses as a
result of the cyclic nature of A’-movement. In this respect,a in Wolof is similar toaL in
Irish (McCloskey 2001).

An interesting situation occurs in fragment answers, exemplified in (4). A question like
“Who did Musa see?”can be answered by two possible fragments, with both forms of
the complementizer – the one we expect in subject extraction, and the one we expect in
non-subject extraction.

(4) a. Aali
ali

a.
Cf

b. Aali
ali

l-a.
l-Cf

The sentences in (4) can also be used as a response to the question “Who saw Musa?”. This
apparent optionality, or disappearance of the asymmetry, also occurs in pseudoclefts. In this
paper, I show that this is in line with the analysis of the asymmetry as T-to-C movement,
and furthermore argue that pseudoclefts are the source of fragment answers in Wolof.

The paper proceeds as follows. In §2, I present the facts concerningwh-movement in
Wolof. In §3 I discuss the subject/non-subject asymmetry. In §4, I give a brief overview of
Pesetsky and Toreggo’s (2001) analysis of the T-to-C asymmetry in English and extend it
to Wolof. In §5 I account for fragment answers and pseudoclefts, and in §6 I conclude.

2. Wh-movement in Wolof

As mentioned in the previous section,a in Wolof exhibits similarities with the Irish com-
plementizeraL, in that it seems to provide evidence for the cyclic nature ofwh-movement.
Unlike aL, however,a does not mark every occurrence of A’-movement. In all instances of
long distance A’-movement,a occurs in all intermediate landing sites, but only some ma-
trix4 instances of C surface asa. The following examples illustrate constructions, besides
contrastive focus structures, in whicha occurs in matrix clauses –an-questions in (5),5 and
comparatives in (6):

(5) k-an
CL-an

l-a
l-Cf

Musaa
musa

gis?
see

“Who did Musa see?”
3But see Torrence (to appear) for a successive cyclic clefting analysis.
4I usematrix to refer to the final landing site of an extracted element.
5There are two ways to form awh-question in Wolof: with a class marker and the question word-an

followed by a, as in (5), or the question word-u, which is not followed bya, as in (7). Dunigan (1994),
Torrence (2005), and Russell (2006) offer detailed analyses of Wolofwh-questions.
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(6) tai
today

l-a-a
l-Cf -1SG

gënn
more

gau
fast

bindd
write

ci
LOC

demb̈e
yesterday

“I write faster today than yesterday.”

The parallel between focus constructions and questions/comparatives is not surprising. It
has been observed that languages which have a designated focus position tend to move their
wh-phrases to that position as well (Horvath 1986), and comparatives are also claimed to
involve focusing (Reglero 2006, Merchant 2009).6 In that view, the occurrence of focus
movement in matrix clauses in all of these constructions is not unexpected.

In long distancewh-movement, all C positions must containa. This occurs inwh-
questions withouta in the matrix clause, in relative clauses and in temporal clauses.

(7) u QUESTIONS

a. k-u
CL-u

lekk
eat

gato
cake

bi?
DEF.SG

“Who ate the cake?”
b. k-u

CL-u
Musaa
musa

foog
think

mu-a
3SG.SBJ-Cf

lekk
eat

gato
cake

bi
DEF.SG

“Who does Musa think ate the cake?”

(8) RELATIVE CLAUSES

a. film
movie

bi
DEF.SG

ñu
1PL.SBJ

bëgg
like

“the movie we liked.”
b. film

movie
bi
DEF.SG

mu
3SG.SBJ

wax-oon
say-PAST

ni
that

l-a-ñu
l-Cf -1PL.SBJ

bëgg
like

“the movie that s/he said we liked”

(9) TEMPORAL CLAUSES

a. Ndax
Q

yaa-ngi
2SG.SBJ-PROGR

doon
IMPF.PAST

lekk
eat

bi
when

Aali
ali

lekk-ee
eat-ANTERIOR

cere?
couscous

“Were you eating at the time Ali had eaten couscous?”
b. Ndax

Q
yaa-ngi
2SG.SBJ-PROGR

doon
IMPF.PAST

lekk
eat

bi
when

Faatu
fatou

wax-oon
say-PAST

ni
that

l-a
l-Cf

Aali
ali

lekk-ee
eat-ANTERIOR

cere?
couscous

“Were you eating at the time Fatou said Ali had eaten couscous?” (embedded
reading)

In fact, as Dunigan (1994) observes, extraction out of embedded clauses that contain a
different sentential particle7 is ungrammatical (example adapted from Dunigan 1994):

6See Baglini to appear for an analysis of Wolof comparatives.
7Almost every sentence type in Wolof has a particular sentential particle. Most of them are in complemen-

tary distribution, and none of them can co-occur witha. Since I only deal withwh-movement constructions, I
am not concerned with the status of other sentential particles. For different analyses of the sentential particles,
see Dunigan 1994, Torrence 2005, and Russell 2006.
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(10) *Lan
what

l-a
l-Cf

Modu
modu

xam
know

ni
that

Faatu
fatou

da-fa
da-3SG

gis
see

intended:“What does Modu know that Fatou [SAW]FOC?”

The difference in the behavior ofa in short distance and long distance movement deserves
more attention and I leave the problem for further research.What I hope to have justified
is thata should be treated as a marker of A’-extraction, given its occurrence in a variety of
clauses which involvewh-movement, but do not involve focusing.

In the next section, I review all the facts of the subject/non-subject asymmetry inwh-
extraction in Wolof, and present Torrence’s (2005) analysis of the phenomenon.

3. The a/la Asymmetry

As illustrated in §1, in subject extraction thewh-moved phrase is followed bya, as in (11),
in object extraction byla, as in (12), and in extraction of an embedded subject,a is found
at the local extraction site, andla in every intermediate clause and at the final landing site
of the extracted subject, illustrated in (13).

(11) Aali
ali

a
Cf

gis
see

Musaa
musa

“ [ALI] FOC saw Musa.”

(12) Musaa
musa

l-a
l-Cf

Aali
ali

gis
see

“Ali saw [MUSA]FOC.”

(13) Aali
ali

l-a-a
l-Cf -1SG

gëm
believe

ni
that

l-a
l-Cf

Musaa
musa

xalad
think

ni
that

mu
3SG.SBJ

a
Cf

leen
3PL.OBJ

gis
see

“ I believe that Musa thinks that [ALI]FOC saw them.”

In most work on Wolof syntax, the particlesa andla are treated as distinct lexical items,
one marking subject focus, and the other object focus (Dunigan 1994, Rialland and Robert
2001, Zribi-Hertz and Diagne 2002, Russell 2006). In Torrence 2005a and la are treated
as the same morpheme, and I briefly review this analysis here.8

Torrence (2005) analyzesa as a raising predicate, similar to Englishbe, or seem, and
l- as an expletive. He claims that the difference between the subject and the non-subject
cleft is the presence or absence of a CP: subject clefting involves raising out of a TP, and
non-subject clefting A’-movement out of a CP. (14) shows the structure of a non-subject
cleft in Torrence’s analysis.

(14) Non-subject cleft

a. xale
child

bi
DEF.SG

l-a
XPL-a

Dudu
Dudu

gis
saw

“ It’s the child that Dudu saw.”
b. [FocP xale bik [CopP l aCop [CP tk’ Dudu gis tk ] ] ]

In (14), the clefted item A’-moves out of the CP using Spec,CP asan escape hatch. The cop-
ula a is a raising predicate and thus must have a nominal expression in its A-specifier po-

8Another analysis is offered by Kihm (1999). I do not address it here, as many assumptions which he
relies on are contradictory to my data.
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sition. The clefted non-subject undergoes A’-extraction,and thus cannot land there, which
leads to the insertion of the expletivel-.

In subject clefts, as in (15), movement of the subject from Spec,TP to Spec,CopP is an
instance of A-movement.

(15) Subject cleft

a. mu
3SG.SBJ

a
a

lekk
eat

gato
cake

bi
DEF.SG

“ It’s him/her who ate the cake.”
b. [FocP mui [CopP ti ’ aCop [TP ti lekk gato bi ] ] ]

In Torrence’s analysis, the reason why a clefted subject cannot have a derivation similar to
(14), which would result in expletive insertion, is that movement from Spec,TP to Spec,CP
leaves a trace in Spec,TP following C0, leading to athat-trace violation. The basic claim
in Torrence’s proposal then is thata can either take a CP or a TP as complement, the latter
being a last resort to avoid athat-trace effect.

One problem with this analysis, which Torrence himself notes, is that it is not clear why
raising of the subject from Spec,TP to Spec,CopP is blocked innon-subject clefts; in other
words, why is (16) not a possible way to focus an object:

(16) *xale
child

yi
DEF.PL

Móódu
modu

a
a

dáq
chase

intended: “It’s the children that Modu chased.”

In this paper, I assume that Torrence’s claim that the asymmetry in Wolof focus construc-
tions is a result of athat-trace-effect-like phenomenon is in its essence correct, and I try to
show how it can be explained in a simpler fashion. In the next section, I lay out the rele-
vant details of Pesetsky and Torrego’s analysis of T-to-C subject/non-subject asymmetry in
English and apply it to the Wolof data.

4. Pesetsky & Torrego (2001) and T-to-C in Wolof

Pesetsky and Torrego (2001) (henceforth P&T) offer a unifiedanalysis of the T-to-C asym-
metry and thethat-trace effect in English, that rests on two assumptions: (i)T-to-C move-
ment is motivated by an uninterpretable T feature (uT), with an EPP feature, on C, and (ii)
Nominative case isuT on D. The relevant principles for the analysis are the following:

1. ATTRACT CLOSEST(Chomsky 1995): only the closest constituent can be attracted.
2. HEAD MOVEMENT GENERALIZATION: the movement from a complement to the

nearest head is always realized as head movement.
3. PRINCIPLE OF M INIMAL COMPLIANCE (Richards 1997): a constituent that is far-

ther away may be extracted, if an element that complies with ATTRACT CLOSEST

has already moved.

The key data for their analysis is the T-to-C asymmetry illustrated in (17), and schematized
in (18) (the schema shows the structures before T-to-C has taken place):
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(17) T-to-C Asymmetry

a. What did Mary buy?
b. *What Mary bought?
c. *Who did buy the book? (unlessdid is focused)
d. Who bought the book?

(18) a. [C uT, uWh] [TP [Mary, uT] T [VP bought what] ] (17a)-(17b)
b. [C uT, uWh] [TP [who, uT] T [VP bought the book] ] (17c)-(17d)

In (18), the nominative subject is already attracted to Spec,TP by T’s need to check
its uninterpretableφ -features.uT on the subject is also marked for deletion by agreement
with iT on T; however, this feature may remain undeleted until the end of the CP cycle, and
be accessible to further operations. P&T explain the lack ofT-to-C movement in subject
extraction (17d), and its occurrence in object extraction (17a) in the following way. C bears
uWh anduT, with an EPP feature. In (18a), the closest element that bears aWh-feature
is what, but both the nominative subject and T (which carryuT/iT) are closer to C than
what. Attracting the TP results in head movement of T to C, due to theHead Movement
Generalization, and the object A’-moves to delete C’s uninterpretableWh-feature. C is thus
forced to delete its uninterpretable features in two separate operations.

If C has the option of deleting itsuT either by attracting the subject or by attracting the
TP, the question arises why this is not possible in object extraction, i.e. why (17b) is not
well-formed. P&T claim that this is in fact a possibility, but that in English it happens to
have consequences on interpretation. According to their analysis, if a C withuWh has a
non-wh-phrase as a specifier, the clause is interpreted as an exclamative:

(19) a. *What a silly book did Mary buy!
b. What a silly book Mary bought!

Turning to (18b), TP and its nominative specifier both count as the closest constituent
to C, so, in principle, C can choose to delete itsuT feature by attracting TP (realized as
head movement), or by attracting the specifier. If it attracts T, it deletes just one of its two
uninterpretable features. If, on the other hand, it attracts the nominative phrase, bothuT
anduWh can be deleted in one step, since the phrase in Spec,TP has both features. The
ECONOMY CONDITION prevents unnecessary movement to take place, and bans T-to-C.

P&T extend this analysis to thethat-trace effect in English, arguing that T-to-C and
the that-trace effect are one and the same phenomenon. For the present purposes, the pre-
sented sketch of their analysis will suffice. In the remainder of this section, I show how
this approach can account for the subject/non-subject asymmetry in Wolofwh-movement
constructions.

Suppose that the complementizer that is spelled out asa has auT feature, in addition
to auWh feature. Adopting P&T’s assumption that nominative case is uT on D, we expect
the sentence in (20a) to have the structure in (20b), before the movement of the focused
phrase:
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(20) Subject extraction

a. Aali
ali

a
Cf

gis
see

Musaa
musa

“ [ALI] FOC saw Musa.”
b. [C auT,uWh ] [TP [AaliuT,iWh ] iT [VP gis Musaa] ]

The subject in (20b) has bothuT, and iWh, so by attracting it, C can delete both of its
uninterpretable features in one operation, yielding the structure in (21):

(21) [CP AaliuT,iWh ] i [C auT,uWh ] [TP ti [T iT ] [VP gis Musaa ] ]

On the other hand, if a non-subject is extracted, as in (22), the extracted constituent has
only theiWh feature. The structure after C has merged with TP is shown in(22b).

(22) Object extraction

a. Musaa
musa

l-a
l-C f

Aali
ali

gis
see

“Ali saw [MUSA]FOC.”
b. [C auT,uWh] [TP [AaliuT] iT [VP gis MusaaiWh ] ]

Both the subject and T are closer to C then the object, so ATTRACT CLOSEST forces
C to delete one of its uninterpretable features (uT) by attracting the closest constituent.
However, the uninterpretableWh-feature can only be deleted by attracting the object DP.
Therefore, C needs two movement operations to delete all of its uninterpretable features.
The key to this proposal is thatl- is the spell-out of T that has moved to C, as shown in
(23).

(23) [CP [MusaaiWh] j [C lT a [TP Aali tT gis tj ] ] ]

The obvious question is why C in sentences like (22) cannot choose between Spec,TP
and TP (i.e. its head), to deleteuT? In other words, why is the sentence in (24) not a possible
way to focus an object?

(24) *Musaa
musa

Aali
ali

a
C f

gis
see

intended: “Ali saw [MUSA]FOC.”

From the ungrammaticality of (24), the following appears tobe true of the complementizer
a in Wolof: (i) the phrase carrying theWh-feature must occupy the specifier ofa, and
(ii) a has only one specifier position. In other words, if the subject moved to Spec,CP in
order to deleteuT, uWh would remain unchecked because no other phrase could move
to Spec,CP. As shown in §3, excluding this particular derivation presents a problem for
Torrence (2005), who has no way of preventing the subject from moving to the specifier
of the copula, since the focused element in his analysis occupies the specifier of a Focus
Phrase above the Copular Phrase. By assuming that the focused element must occupy the
specifier ofa, and allowinga to have only one specifier position, this is accounted for.
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Let us now turn to long distance movement of focused constituents. It was already
mentioned that A’-extraction in Wolof is possible only out of clauses headed by the com-
plementizera. Furthermore,a must also occupy every C between the extraction site and
the final landing site of the moved element.

(25) t́eére
book

l-a-ñu
l-Cf -3PL

gëm
believe

ni
that

l-a-a
l-Cf -1SG

jox
give

Musaa
musa

“They believe that I gave [A BOOK]FOC to Musa.”

The occurrence ofa in C of embedded clauses is straightforwardly accounted forby
assuming that the extracted element passes through the Spec,CP of each embedded clause.
If a is the spell-out of a complementizer that carries aWh-feature, its presence in C of every
embedded clause is necessary for the focused element to be fronted to the beginning of the
sentence. The example in (26) illustrates the extraction ofan embedded subject.

(26) a. Aali
ali

l-a-a
l-C f -1SG

gëm
believe

ni
that

l-a
l-C f

Musaa
musa

xalad
think

ni
that

mu-a
3SG.SBJ-C f

leen
3PL.OBJ

gis
see

“ I believe that Musa thinks that [ALI]FOC saw them.”
b. [CP [ Aali iWh ] i l iT auT,uWh a tT gëm ni

[CP ti ’ l iT auT,uWhMusaatT xalad ni [CP mui auT,uWh ti leen gis ] ] ]

In (26), the subject first moves from inside the VP to Spec,TP,to checkuφ on T. At the
same time, the uninterpretable T feature on the subject is checked and marked for deletion
via Agree with T. However, it is not immediately deleted and remains available for further
operations within the same cycle. Next, the subject moves from Spec,TP to Spec,CP in
order to check bothuT and uWh on C.uT on the subject now has to be deleted, since
the phase has ended. The C of the next higher clause needs to delete its uT and uWh.
The closest constituent that it can attract to delete itsuT is TP, resulting in T-to-C, which
surfaces asl- precedinga. The phrase that carriesiWh is the extracted subject located in
the lower Spec,CP, which is now attracted to the higher Spec,CP. This analysis explains
why l- occurs in every C, except the one where the local subject has been extracted – it is
only there that the subject can delete the uninterpretable Tfeature on C.

In addition toa, a subordinating complementizerni occurs in every embedded clause
in (26). The proposed analysis assumes that, ifa is treated as a complementizer, we have
to allow for two CP layers in Wolof. In this sense, Wolof would be similar to Korean,
which distinguishes between mood markers, obligatory in every clause, and a subordinating
particle, which introduces embedded clauses. Namely, Wolof possesses a set of sentential
particles which are for the most part in complementary distribution, and which Dunigan
(1994) argues function as modal operators. The subordinating particleni can freely occur
with them. Bhatt and Yoon (1992) propose that the category “Comp” be dissociated into
two distinct categories – one that indicates clause-type (MOOD), and one that indicates
subordination (SUBORDINATORS) – which some languages would conflate, and some keep
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separate. Wolof would belong to the second category, distinguishing sentential particles that
mark modality, and a subordinating particle.

Another thing to notice is the occurrence of a subject pronounmuin lieu of the extracted
subject in the most embedded clause. I assume that this has todo with the phonological
status of the complementizera, which is a clitic and thus cannot stand on its own. In order
to provide a host fora, a subject pronoun is pronounced in the position of the trace.

In this section I have offered an analysis of the subject/non-subject asymmetry in Wolof
focus constructions by analyzing it as a T-to-C asymmetry along the lines of Pesetsky
and Torrego (2001). I argue thatl-, which precedes the complementizera in all instances,
except at the local subject extraction site, is T that has moved to C in order to delete the
uninterpretable T feature on C. T-to-C does not occur in localsubject extraction due to
nominative case beinguT on D, and as such capable of deletinguT on C by moving to
its specifier. Since in those cases the subject also deletesuWh on C, T-to-C movement
is unnecessary, and baned by the Economy Condition. In case ofextraction of any other
element, T-to-C movement must take place, because the extracted phrase does not bear
nominative case (i.e.uT), or is not close enough to be attracted by the complementizer.

In the next section, I present data from fragment answers andpseudoclefts and show
how they are handled under the analysis advocated here.

5. Fragment Answers and Pseudoclefts

The complementizera occurs in a number of constructions besides contrastive focus, frag-
ment answers being one of them. The sentences in (27) are bothpossible answers to two
questions:“Who saw Musa?”and“Who did Musa see?”.

(27) a. Aali
ali

a.
Cf

“ [ALI] FOC”

b. Aali
ali

l-a.
l-Cf

“ [ALI] FOC”

Fragment answers have been convincingly claimed to have fully sentential syntactic
structures subject to ellipsis, in order to account for their semantically propositional char-
acter (see Merchant 2004 and the references therein for details). The examples in (27a) and
(27b) are in line with such analyses, since the occurrence ofthe complementizer with a
Wh-feature implies the presence of a full structure containing the extraction site.

Merchant (2004) proposes an analysis of fragment answers which assumes movement
of the fragment to a left-peripheral position – similar to the movement of thewh-phrase
in sluicing – with the clause itself elided. There is evidence that this leftward movement
has the properties of focus movement (Brunetti 2003, Arregi 2010). Examples in (27a)
and (27b) are in line with this claim, as it seems reasonable to assume that the underlying
structure of these fragment answers are full sentential structures. This, however, creates
a puzzle, since both versions of the complementizer,a and la, are allowed in a fragment
answer, regardless of whether the fragment is the subject orthe object (or any other non-
subject constituent) of the non-elided structure. In otherwords, why isla allowed if the
fragment is the subject of the underlying sentence, and why isa possible if the fragment is
the object? If my analysis of focus constructions is on the right track, this would suggest
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that T-to-C movement is both optional and possible, in both subject and non-subject extrac-
tion, if the complement clause ofa is elided. Surprisingly, the same apparent optionality of
T-to-C occurs in pseudoclefts:

(28) a. ñi
who

lekk
eat

tangal
sweets

yi
DEF.PL

xale
child

yi
DEF.PL

l-a/ a
l-Cf /Cf

“Who ate the sweets were the children.”
b. li

what
xale
child

yi
DEF.PL

lekk
eat

tangal
sweets

yi
DEF.PL

l-a/a
l-Cf /Cf

“What the children ate, were the sweets.”

Given the parallelism between fragment answers and pseudoclefts, it seems more plau-
sible that the fragment answers in (27a) and (27b) are pseudoclefts in which thewh-clause
is elided, than to assume that they are regular contrastive focus constructions.9

I only deal with the type of pseudoclefts featured in (28), the so-calledspecificational
pseudoclefts, which consist of a constituent that contains aVARIABLE (the wh-clause)
(what the children ate), a constituent that exhaustively specifies theVALUE of the variable
(the sweets), and aCOPULA that links the two constituents (were).10 According to Blom
and Daalder (1977) (also Akmajian 1979 and Higgins 1979), the information structure of
specificational pseudoclefts is such that the constituent containing the ’value’ is theFOCUS

of the construction, conveying new information, and thewh-clause contains old informa-
tion. This keeps the analysis proposed here in agreement with the previously mentioned
claim that the DP in fragment answers is focused.11

An important question that is raised in the literature dealing with pseudoclefts concerns
the status of thewh-clause. There are two possibilities, and both have been extensively ar-
gued for: (i) that thewh-clause is a question, and these types of pseudoclefts are question-
answer pairs (den Dikken et al. 2000 (for Type A of specificational pseudoclefts); Schlenker
2003, Romero 2005), and (ii) that thewh-clause is a free relative (Akmajian 1979, Hey-
cock and Kroch 1999, den Dikken et al. 2000 (for Type B of specificational pseudoclefts),
Caponigro and Heller 2007). In English,wh-words and relative pronouns have the same
form, but Wolof distinguisheswh-words that introduce interrogatives (class marker fol-
lowed by-u) and free relatives (class marker followed by-i). Caponigro and Heller (2007)
show that a specificational pseudocleft (which exhibits Principle A connectivity) allows
only for the free-relative complementizer (examples (29)-(31) taken from Caponigro and
Heller 2007). I therefore treat thewh-clause in Wolof as a free relative.
Embedded Interrogative
(29) yëg

find.out
na- /0
na-3SG

[*l-i/ l-u
cl-FR/cl-INT

Móódu
modu

gën-̈e
surpass-INF

bëgg].
like

“She found out what Modu likes most.”

9Clefts have been argued to be the source of sluicing in Japanese (Merchant 1998), and Spanish and
Brazilian Portuguese (Rodrigues et al. 2009). To my knowledge, pseudoclefts have not been claimed to be
the source of any type of ellipsis in any language.

10For an overview of the properties and different analyses of pseudoclefts, see den Dikken (2001)
11As for the copula, I assume it is phonologically null in Wolof. For analyses that treata as the copula, see

Kihm 1999, and Torrence 2005.
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Free Relative
(30) bãn

hate
na- /0
na-3SG

[l-i/*l-u
cl-FR/cl-INT

Móódu
modu

gën-̈e
surpass-INF

bëgg].
like

“She hates what Modu likes most.”

Specificational pseudocleft
(31) [l-i/*l-u

cl-FR/cl-INT
Móódu
modu

gën-̈e
surpass-INF

bëgg]
like

bopp-am
head-POSS.3SG

l-a.
l-Cf

“What Modu likes most is himself.”

Another issues that is addressed in the pseudocleft literature is whether one of the two
major constituents is predicated of the other. There have been claims supporting both a non-
predicational approach (Akmajian 1979, Heycock and Kroch 1999), and a predicational
approach to pseudoclefts (Higgins 1979, Heggie 1988, Moro 1997). In this paper, I am
agnostic to this question, as it is not relevant for the present purposes. I only assume that
the two constituents are contained in a small clause.

The structure of the pseudocleft before any movement operations have taken place is
illustrated in (32):

(32) [CP auT,uWh [TP iT [SC DPuT,iWh FR ] ] ]

In pseudoclefts, unlike other sentences, there are two candidates that haveuT and can
move to Spec,TP to satisfy the EPP feature of T – the DP (33a), or the free relative (33b).
Whichever constituent moves to Spec,TP is the subject. The complementizera has two
features that need checking,uT anduWh. In (33a), where the DP has moved to Spec,TP,
a can attract either the TP (i.e. its head) or the DP to satisfy its uT feature. Since the DP
in specificational pseudoclefts is thevalue, it is typically focused. In Wolof, this means
that is has to end up in the specifier ofa, and thus carry theWh-feature. If in (33a) T-to-C
movement occurred to checkuT on C, another instance of movement would have to take
place to deleteuWh on C. If, on the other hand, the DP moves to Spec,CP, it can delete
both of T’s uninterpretable features. Just as in focus constructions, the more economical
choice is made.

On the other hand, if the free relative is the constituent that has moved to Spec,TP to
satisfy the EPP property of T, as in (33b), the closest element that C can attract to delete its
uninterpretable T feature is TP, which is why T-to-C movement takes place. The DP still
has to move to Spec,CP, to checkuWh on C.

(33) a. [CP DPuT,iWh [C auT,uWh [TP t’DP iT [SC tDP FR ] ] ] ]

b. [CP DPiWh [C l iT auT,uWh [TP FR tiT [SC tDP tFR ] ] ] ]

To account for the surface constituent order in Wolof, another movement must take
place – the fronting of the free relative to a position above the CP. Moreover,wh>XP is
the only surface constituent order available in Wolof specificational pseudoclefts. This may
seem unusual, as one of the key properties of specificationalpseudoclefts is precisely their
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reversibility (Declerck 1988, den Dikken et al. 2000, den Dikken 2001). English specifica-
tional pseudoclefts can exhibit either thewh>XP or the XP>whconstituent order:

(34) a. What Ali gave Fatou was his brand new car.
b. His brand new car was what Ali gave Fatou.

Unlike in English, these pseudoclefts in Wolof do not exhibit surface reversibility. How-
ever, as we have seen in (33a) and (33b), it is not the case thatspecificational pseudoclefts
in Wolof are not reversible, it is only that the surface constituent order is not reversible.
If the analysis advocated here is on the right track, Wolof presents an interesting case in
which the underlying subject can be either the DP or the free relative, but this is not re-
flected in the surface order. Rather, the underlying structure is retrievable from the version
of the complementizer –a implies that the underlying subject is the DP, andla that it is the
free relative.

The fragment answers in (27a) and (27b) are obtained by eliding the free relative that
topicalizes above Spec, CP:12

(35) a. [ki Musaagis]
whomusasee

Aali
ali

a
Cf

b. [ki Musaagis]
whomusasee

Aali
Aali

l-a
l-Cf

6. Conclusion

In this paper, I propose an analysis of the subject/non-subject asymmetry in Wolofwh-
movement constructions that follows Pesetsky and Torrego 2001. I argue thatl-, which
occurs before the complementizera in cases of non-subject extraction, is an instance of
T-to-C movement, triggered by the presence of an uninterpretable T feature on C, which
is, in case of subject extraction, deleted by the moved subject itself, under the assump-
tion that nominative case isuT on D. The argument thata is a complementizer marking
wh-movement, rather than a focus marker, is substantiated by its occurrence in clauses
in which A’-movement takes place, yet no constituent is focused, such as long distance
extraction fromwh-questions, relative clauses, and temporal clauses. I present data from
specificational pseudoclefts and fragment answers, which at the first sight present a chal-
lenge for my analysis, since both versions of the complementizer are possible, regardless
of the grammatical relation of the extracted element, suggesting that T-to-C movement is
optional and available in both subject and non-subject extraction. Since in specificational
pseudoclefts either of the two major constituents can occupy the specifier position of TP,
I show that the apparent optionality of T-to-C movement is expected, depending on which
constituent is raised into Spec,TP: if it is the DP, it can delete bothuT anduWh on C,
whereas if it is the FR, two movement operations have to occur –T-to-C to deleteuT, and
A’-movement of the DP to deleteuWh on C.

Finally, I propose that fragment answers are best analyzed as being derived from pseu-
doclefts by eliding the free relative.

12I leave the details of the deletion of the free relative for future work.
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